
Connected Cooker with Thermostatic Control

Goal

The goal is to make a proof of concept of a domesti c Solar cooker which 
incorporates temperature control and connectivity.

Description

The Cooker is based on GoSun Sport cooker to which a thermostatic control 
is added. GoSun Sport is a fast and reliable solar cooker ( www.gosun.co )

Original GoSun Sport cooker

     

Modified GoSun Sport cooker

Principle

A thermocouple sensor gives the actual temperature inside the cooker where 
the food is. This temperature is compared to a set- point temperature. A 
device enables the reflectors to open or close auto matically to produce 
heat into the Cooker accordingly.
The device can be connected via Bluetooth to an APP  for viewing how the 
Cooker performs.
The APP records data in a .txt file for further ana lysis if needed.
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Directions for use

- Manual Operation - Power OFF

The Cooker can be used Power OFF exactly as a basic  GoSun cooker. In that 
case, open or close manually the reflectors, prefer ably moving the arms of 
the servo motors to prevent excessive stress on the  linkages.

- Automatic Operation - Power ON

Prepare food in the tray.

Insert the tray into the tube and connect the wire for the thermocouple 
sensor.

Power ON the cooker. The Cooker will initialize the  reflectors to 'closed' 
position. Green LED for Power ON is lighted.

Open the 'Cuiseur' APP on your smartphone. Bluetoot h connection will 
automatically establish provided the cooker is pair ed with your 
smartphone. 

Press and hold the Start/Stop Button to activate th e cooker. Red LED for 
Cooker Activation is lighted and APP receives data for viewing.

Set the desired temperature by turning the adjuster  (clockwise to 
increase).

The Cooker operates.

When the food is cooked, deactivate the cooker with  the Start/Stop Button, 
allow the reflectors to close (if open). Red LED fo r Cooker Activation is 
extinguished.

Power OFF the cooker. Green LED for Power ON is ext inguished.

Close the APP on your smartphone. 

Disconnect the wire for the thermocouple sensor and  slide the tray off the 
tube.

Note 1 - If the Start/Stop Button is pressed and hol d while the reflectors 
are open, the Cooker will close the reflectors and deactivate.

Note 2 - There is no need for the cooker to be bluet ooth connected to 
operate. The set-point temperature depends on the p osition of the adjuster 
only. That means the cooker can be left unattended or used without 
smartphone.

Note 3 - the battery autonomy is not monitored. If t he tension becomes too 
low, the device will shut-down and/or not initializ e correctly, showing it 
is time to replace the battery. Experience demonstr ated a battery autonomy 
of 10 hours or more. 
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